
          

 

North West Group: Annual Report 2016 

During 2016 the Group provided a full programme of meetings and outdoor events. Seven indoor meetings and twelve outdoor 

events took place during the year: were well supported by members with attendances numbers varying from the low twenties to 

the high forties.   

 

The seven meetings included talks on a wide variety subjects. These were Cheshire mineral railways; surveys and politics in the 

planning of the London to Dublin railway; the LMS School of Transport in Derby; the influence of railways on adult education in 

the nineteenth century: the example of Crewe Works; the rise, decline & regeneration of Ellesmere Port; the impact of railways on 

crime: the example of Kenyon junction; and a members’ miscellany following the NW Group AGM.   
  
Ten walks were organized and in the majority of cases they were supplemented with historical background notes, illustrations and 

maps to assist the participants.  Venues for the walks covered several canals, disused and extant railways, industrial railways and 

routes of former tram roads.  In September, the Group ventured beyond its notional geographical boundary in a joint venture with 

West Midlands Group: a circular walk from Kidsgrove primarily using the towpaths of the Trent and Mersey, Hall Green Branch 

and Macclesfield canals with a detour to look at the remains of the Hall o’Lee colliery railway.   

 

A rail tour took place in March, when members using normal service trains, travelled northwards along the Cumbrian coast, 

starting from Lancaster and visiting Barrow, Whitehaven en route to Carlisle.  Return to Manchester was via the West Coast main 

line. Detailed illustrated notes were provided giving historical details along the route but also a focus on the economic and social 

impact of railways in the area.   

 

The Group’s 2016 programme concluded in December, when members were offered the choice of a morning walk or a mini cruise 

along the Upper Peak Forest Canal and then an opportunity to visit the Peak Forest Canal’s transhipment warehouse at Whaley 

Bridge, which had been specially opened by the local support group for the RCHS visit. In the afternoon over forty members and 

their guests gathered at a hostelry in Whaley Bridge, enjoying the convivial atmosphere enhanced by a string quartet playing 

seasonal music, before enjoying a pre-Christmas lunch. 

 
To publicise the Society, and in an effort to attract new members, the Group’s committee attended and manned a publicity stand at 

the Manchester Local History Festival in June and at the Cheshire Local History Conference held at Northwich in October. 
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